Bulk Retail Sale Certificate

Used to sell bulk seed to the customer. It is specific for each seed lot in inventory.

Multiple certificates can be printed without an amount but each with a unique serial, and completed as sales are made.

Each sale amount is to be recorded by serial number in the dashboard. Unused certificates should be marked unused in the dashboard.

Pros – self-generated, no extra cost beyond printing.
- easy to generate new forms with changing seed lot numbers

Con- takes a little longer to complete over invoice labels
Bulk Invoice Label (BIL)

The BIL is essentially a regular label that is missing the weight and is therefore an incomplete label according to seed law. It is used for bulk sales and becomes a complete, legal label once attached to an invoice or scale ticket listing the weight.

BIL are specific to a seed lot and are ordered within the dashboard, printed by KCIA and mailed or shipped to facility.

Pros – convenience

Cons – Seed lot specific. If seed lots are consolidated, which creates a new seed lot, new labels or additional inventory sheet is required to track seed.

- Cost – label, printing and shipping costs apply.

Amount sold is recorded by entering amount in lot tracking.